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Abstract
In this paper we compute explicit formulas for the commutation relations between any two quan-
tum minors in the quantum matrix bialgebraOq(Mn(k)). The product of any two minors is expressed
as linear combination of products of minors strictly less in certain orderings.
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1. Introduction
The problem of computing commutation relations among the quantum minors in the
quantum matrix bialgebra has been extensively studied especially in connection with the
construction of geometric homogeneous quantum spaces. Some of the first computations of
commutation relations appear in [6,9] using the R-matrix formalism and later in [10] using
the matrix bialgebra notation. In both cases the purpose is to give the quantum deformation
of the coordinate ring of the quantum flag manifold. Such ring is in fact generated inside
the quantum matrix ring by certain quantum minors. However in both papers no explicit
formula is given for the commutation among the quantum minors considered. Explicit
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[1,2] where the purpose instead is to study the q-difference intertwining operator.
An explicit formula for the commutation relation of two quantum minors having the
same size and same columns appears in [3]. Later in [4] is considered also the case of
commutation relations among quantum minors with possibly different size, but with the
first columns in common. In both cases the purpose of the formula is to obtain a quantum
deformation of the grassmannian and flag manifolds. Similar formulas appear also in [5],
with a different purpose. They are used to prove that the matrix bialgebra ring admits a
basis made by certain products of quantum minors, as it happens for the commutative case.
The present paper has the purpose to compute the most general commutation relations
among any two quantum minors chosen in the quantum matrix bialgebra. In the relation
the product of two minors will be expressed as linear combination of products of minors
strictly less in certain specified orderings.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we state and discuss the Manin relations, that is the relations that define
the quantum matrix bialgebra in a free tensor algebra. In particular we describe two sets
of generators for the ideal of the Manin relations IM : the R relations and the S relations.
The R relations (respectively the S relations) allow us to rewrite a product of two elements
in terms of a sum of products in which the row order (respectively the column order) is
preserved.
In Section 3 we define the type F and type G operations. These operations amount to
perform a rewriting of an certain expression in a free algebra using the Manin relations.
The operations of type F make use of the R relations, the operations of type G of the S
relations. These operations appeared in less general context in [3].
In Section 4 we define quantum row and column minors with rows I and columns J :
these are elements in the free algebra kq〈aij 〉. They both specialize to the quantum minor
with rows I and columns J in the matrix bialgebra Oq (Mn(k)) = kq〈aij 〉/IM . The opera-
tions of type F will act on products of row minors, the operations of type G on products
of column minors. We also define the notion of commutation relation and of intertwining
row and column order of an index.
In the last sections we derive the formulas for the commutation relation of any two
minors in Oq(Mn(k)). For clarity reasons we prefer to write the formulas in special cases,
that cover all the possibilities. A list of all the cases and the theorems appears at the end of
Section 7.
2. Preliminaries: the Manin relations
Let k be a field.
Let Oq(Mn(k)) denote the quantum matrix bialgebra. This is the algebra generated
over kq = k[q, q−1] (q being an indeterminate) by the non-commutative indeterminates
xij , i, j = 1 . . .n, subject to the relations:
xij xik = q−1xikxij , xjixki = q−1xkixji, j < k,
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xij xkl − xklxij =
(
q−1 − q)xkjxil, i < k, j < l.
These are called the Manin relations [7].
We want to rewrite the Manin relations in a way more suitable to our purpose, that is
the commutation relations between quantum minors.
Let kq〈ars〉 denote the free tensor algebra over kq generated by the indeterminates ars ,
r, s = 1 . . .n.
Let IM denote the ideal of the Manin relations in kq〈ars〉. All congruences have now to
be intended taking place in kq〈ars〉 modulo IM unless otherwise specified.
Definition 2.1. Let us define the relation R, Raij akl (aij akl) ∈ kq〈ars〉, commuting the ele-
ments aij , akl as:
Raij akl (aij akl) = aij akl − qA(i,j,k,l)qB(i,j,k,l)aklaij −C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)akj ail
where the coefficients A, B , C are:
A(i, j, k, l)=
{−1 if i < k, j = l,
+1 if i > k, j = l,
0 otherwise,
B(i, j, k, l) =
{−1 if j < l, i = k,
+1 if j > l, i = k,
0 otherwise,
C(i, j, k, l)=
{+1 if i < k, j < l,
−1 if i > k, j > l,
0 otherwise.
So for example the commutation relation of a11a22 is
Ra11a22 = a11a22 − a22a11 −
(
q−1 − q)a21a12
since A(1122)= 0, B(1122)= 0, C(1122)= 1.
Notice that Raij akl (aij akl) ≡ 0 modulo IM .
We also define the relation S, Saij akl (aij akl) ∈ kq〈ars〉 commuting elements aij , akl as:
Saij akl (aij akl) = aij akl − qA(i,j,k,l)qB(i,j,k,l)aklaij −C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)ailakj
where the coefficients A, B , C have been defined above.
For example the S commutation relation of a11a22 is
Sa11a22 = a11a22 − a22a11 −
(
q−1 − q)a12a21.
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(q−1 − q) term. For Raij akl (aij akl) it is C(i, j, k, l)(q−1 − q)akj ail for Saij akl (aij akl) it is
C(i, j, k, l)(q−1 − q)ailakj . It is important to notice that while in Raij akl (aij akl) the last
two terms have the row indices in the same order, i.e., (k, i) in Saij akl (aij akl) the last two
terms have column indices in the same order, i.e., (l, j). This observation is crucial when
we will make use of such relations.
The two sets of relations Raij akl (aij akl) and Saij akl (aij akl) generate in kq〈ars〉 the same
two sided ideal, namely IM the ideal of the Manin relations.
Definition 2.3. We define commutation relation R of aij akl applied to aαβaγ δ as:
Raij akl (aαβaγ δ) = aαβaγ δ − qA(i,j,k,l)qB(i,j,k,l)aγ δaαβ −C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)aγβaαδ.
Similarly we define commutation relation S of aij akl applied to aαβaγ δ as:
Saij akl (aαβaγ δ) = aαβaγ δ − qA(i,j,k,l)qB(i,j,k,l)aγ δaαβ −C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)aαδaγβ.
Notice that in general: Raij akl (aαβaγ δ), Saij akl (aαβaγ δ) /∈ IM .
The key to the commutation relations between quantum minors is the following lemma.
This lemma tells us what is the “error” when we commute two elements aij akl using the
commutation relation R (respectively S) associated to akjail (respectively ailakj ).
Lemma 2.4.
(1) Raij akl (aij akl) =
{
Rakj ail (aij akl) + (q−1 − q)akjail if i > k,
Rakj ail (aij akl) − (q−1 − q)akjail if i < k,
(2) Saij akl (aij akl) =
{
Sailakj (aij akl)+ (q−1 − q)ailakj if j > l,
Sailakj (aij akl)− (q−1 − q)ailakj if j < l.
Proof. (1) is in [3, p. 423]. (2) is the same. 
Let us see an example,
Ra11a22(a11a22) = Ra21a12(a11a22) −
(
q−1 − q)a21a12.
In fact Ra21a12(a11a22) = a11a22 − a22a11.
3. The operations of type F and G
The operations of type F and of type G transform a tensor s ∈ kq〈aij 〉 into another
tensor s′ such that s ≡ s′ modulo IM , the ideal of the Manin relations. These operations
allow us to take control on how minors commute.
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fixed integer.
Let T ⊂ kq〈ars〉n0 be the free kq -module in kq〈ars〉 generated by the monomial tensors:
θPQ = ap1q1 . . . apn0qn0
with (p1 . . .pn0), (q1 . . . qn0) ∈ Sn0 the permutation group, where we interpret an index
(x1 . . . xy) with distinct elements as the permutation σ ∈ Sy , σ(i) = xi .
Let us see an example on how these monomial tensors arise and why they are important
for the commutation of quantum minors.
Example 3.1. Consider the following quantum minors (no row and no column indices in
common) in Oq(Mn(k)):
[12,24] def= x12x24 − q−1x22x14, [34,13] def= x31a43 − q−1x33x41.
Let p be the projection kq〈aij 〉 → Oq(Mn(k)) ∼= kq〈aij 〉/IM . We are interested in two
distinct elements s, t ∈ kq〈aij 〉 that project into the product [34,13][12,24] ∈Oq(Mn(k)):
s = a31a43a12a24 − q−1a31a43a14a22 − q−1a33a41a12a24 + q−2a33a41a14a22,
t = a31a43a12a24 − q−1a31a43a22a14 − q−1a41a33a12a24 + q−2a41a33a22a14.
Clearly s ≡ t . Both s and t are sums of monomial tensors, hence s, t ∈ T . It is important to
notice than in s =∑ θPQ, the monomial tensors θPQ appear all with the same row index
P = (3412). Similarly in t they appear all with the same column index Q = (1324). This
property is shared by tensors corresponding to products higher order minors and depends
on whether we are choosing row or column expansion to write the minors.
Commuting the two minors [34,13], [12,24] corresponds in the free algebra kq〈aij 〉
to bring all monomials in s to have row index (1234), using elements in IM . This will
be achieved using the commutation relations R. Equivalently one could also bring all
monomials in t to have column order (2413). This will be obtained with the commuta-
tion relations S. Both these procedures that we are about to describe in a more general
setting, will produce the same result in Oq(Mn(k)). In [3, Section 2], is described how to
proceed in the first case, assuming there is no permutation on the column indices. We need
a generalization of the arguments appearing there.
We now give the definition of operations of type F and G applied to a monomial tensor.
This is a central notion for the commutation of the minors. Applying an operation of type
F (or of type G) to the monomial tensor θ basically consists in replacing an occurrence of
aij akl in θ with a suitable expression, so that the result is congruent to θ modulo IM .
Definition 3.2. Given θ ∈ T a monomial tensor, define Faij akl θ an operation of type F on
θ as the element of T obtained from θ by replacing aij akl with
aklaij +C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)akj ail.
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We also define Gaij akl θ an operation of type G on θ as the element of T obtained from
θ by replacing aij akl with
aklaij +C(i, j, k, l)
(
q−1 − q)ailakj .
As before if aij akl does not occur in θ we set Gaij akl θ = θ .
If t = ∑bPQθPQ ∈ T , Faij akl t (respectively Gaij akl t) is obtained by performing the
operation Faij akl (respectively Gaij akl ) on only one of the monomial tensors in t and of
course we need to specify which one.
We call composition of two operations of type F (respectively G), F1 and F2 applied
to t ∈ T the expression F1(F2t). If two different operations of type F (respectively G)
performed on t ∈ T , act on different monomial tensors in t , they obviously commute, i.e.,
it does not matter which one is performed first on t .
Notice that there is no ambiguity in the definition since in each monomial tensor there
will be at most one occurrence of aij akl .
Proposition 3.3. Let θ ∈ T . Then:
(1) Faij akl θ ≡ θ modulo IM .
(2) Gaij akl θ ≡ θ modulo IM .
Proof. Immediate from the definition of operation of type F and G. 
Example 3.4. Consider the monomial tensor θ(3412),(1324) = a31a43a12a24:
Ga43a12a31a43a12a24 = a31a12a43a24 −
(
q−1 − q)a31a42a13a24.
We have passed from a column index Q = (1324) in θ(3412),(1324), to a column index Q˜ =
(1234) in both monomial tensors of Ga43a12a31a43a12a24.
In general the result of the operations of type G on a generic θPQ consists of monomial
tensors θPiQ˜, having all the same column index Q˜ that is a permutation of Q.
The same is true for operation of type F . The result of such operation on a monomial
tensor θPQ consists of monomial tensors θP˜Qj , having all the same row index P˜ that is a
permutation of P .
We now want to define two natural actions of the group Sn0 on T = kq〈aij 〉n0 .
Given a multiindex (x1 . . . xp), 1 x1 . . . xp  n, define
σ(x1 . . . xp)
def= (σ(x1) . . .σ (xp)), σ ∈ Sp.
Definition 3.5. Let t =∑ θPi,Qi ∈ T . Define a row action of Sn0 on T as
σ t =
∑
θσ(Pi),Qi , σ ∈ Sn0 .
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σ t =
∑
θPi,σ (Qi), σ ∈ Sn0 .
We now state a fundamental lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let θ ∈ T be a monomial tensor, σ = (m,m+ 1) ∈ Sn0 . Then
(i) If σ ∈ Sn0 acts with a row action:
Faσ(i)j aσ(k)l σ (θ) =

σ(Faij akl θ) if {i, k} 	= {m,m+ 1},
σ (Faij akl θ)+ (q−1 − q)θ if (i, k) = (m+ 1,m),
σ (Faij akl θ)− (q−1 − q)θ if (i, k) = (m,m+ 1).
(ii) If σ ∈ Sn0 acts with a column action:
Gaiσ(j)akσ(l)σ (θ) =

σ(Gaij akl θ) if {j, l} 	= {m,m+ 1},
σ (Gaij akl θ)+ (q−1 − q)θ if (j, l) = (m+ 1,m),
σ (Gaij akl θ)− (q−1 − q)θ if (j, l) = (m,m+ 1).
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 2.4. 
Example 3.7. θ = a31a42a13a24, σ = (2,3), j = 2, l = 3, σ acts with a column action.
Ga43a12a31a43a12a24 = a31a12a43a24 −
(
q−1 − q)a31a42a13a24.
σ (Ga42a13a31a42a13a24)−
(
q−1 − q)a31a42a13a24
= σ(a31a13a42a24)−
(
q−1 − q)a31a42a13a24.
Remark 3.8. Observe that the operations of type F (respectively G) can be applied also
to monomial tensors with repeated column (respectively row) indices. Lemma 3.6 will still
be true with no modifications, in fact the proof of part (i) (respectively (ii)) involves only
reasoning on row (respectively column) indices.
We now define an ordering on the row and column indices of tensor monomials.
Definition 3.9. Let K = (k1 . . . kr), 1  k1 < · · · < kr  n0 and let K ′ be its complement
in (1 . . .n0). Both indices are assumed to be ordered.
We say that a monomial tensor θPQ is in row order (K,K ′) if P = (K,K ′). A tensor
t =∑biθPiQi ∈ T is in row order (K,K ′) if each monomial tensor θPiQi is in row order
(K,K ′), i.e., Pi = (K,K ′) for all i .
Similarly for columns. If L = (l1 . . . lr ) 1 l1 < · · · < lr  n and L′ is its complement
in (1 . . .n), we say that θPQ is in column order (L,L′) if Q = (L,L′). A tensor t =∑
biθPiQi ∈ T is in column order (L,L′) if Qi = (L,L′) for all i .
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with a composition of operations of type F (respectively of type G) to obtain a tensor in a
given row order (respectively column order). Clearly the resulting tensor will in general be
different from the starting monomial tensor, however they will be congruent modulo IM .
Lemma 3.10. Let θPQ ∈ T , K a row index, L an column index as in Definition 3.9.
(i) There exists FKθPQ , a composition of operations of type F , such that FKθPQθPQ is in
order (K,K ′). Moreover FKθPQ can be chosen such that given two indices pi,pj ∈ P ,
i < j , the two corresponding elements in each monomial tensor of FKθPQθPQ have been
interchanged once by some operation of type F in FKθPQ if (K,K ′) = (. . .pj . . .pi . . .)
and have not been interchanged if (K,K ′) = (. . .pi . . .pj . . .).
(ii) There exists GLθPQ , a composition of operations of type G, such that GLθPQθPQ is in
order (L,L′). Moreover GLθPQ can be chosen such that given two indices qi, qj ∈ Q,
i < j , the two corresponding elements in each monomial tensor of GLθPQθPQ have been
interchanged once by some operation of type G in GLθPQ if (L,L′) = (. . . qj . . . qi . . .)
and have not been interchanged if (L,L′) = (. . . qi . . . qj . . .).
Proof. (i) is proven in [3] in Lemma 2.17. (ii) is the same. 
We denote with FKt (respectively GLt ) the sequence of operations of type F (respec-
tively G) such that FKt t (respectively GLt t) is in row order (K,K ′) (column order (L,L′)).
The existence of such FKt and GLt is granted by Lemma 3.10.
We are ready for the lemma which is the corner stone on which the formula for the
commutation relations is based.
Lemma 3.11. Let FKPQ, GLPQ and θPQ as above. Let σ = (m,m+ 1) ∈ Sn0 .
(1) Row version. Assume σ acts on rows. Then
F
σ(K)
θσ(P)Q
θσ(P )Q = σ
(
FKθPQθPQ
)+ (q−1 − q)E(m,K,P )θ0
where θ0 ≡ θPQ and
E(m,K,P ) =

0 if (K,K ′) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .), P = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .)
or (K,K ′) = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .), P = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .),
1 if (K,K ′) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .), P = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .),
−1 if (K,K ′) = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .), P = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .).
(2) Column version. Assume σ acts on columns. Then
G
σ(L)
θPσ(Q) = σ
(
GLθ θPQ
)+ (q−1 − q)E(m,L,Q)θ0θPσ(Q) PQ
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E(m,L,Q) =

0 if (L,L′) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .), Q= (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .)
or (L,L′) = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .), Q = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .),
1 if (L,L′) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .), Q= (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .),
−1 if (L,L′) = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .), Q= (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .).
Proof. We will do only (2) ((1) is the same). Observe that though Gσ(L)θPσ(Q) is a se-
quence of operations, it is only at most one operation that originates the correction term
(q−1 − q)E(m,L,Q)θ0, namely Gapiqi apj qj , with {qi, qj } = {m,m+ 1}. At this point the
result is a consequence of Lemma 3.6. The fact the correction term is not precisely θ0 but
only congruent to it modulo IM comes from the fact that the operation generating it may
not be the first to occur. 
Corollary 3.12. Let σ = (m,m+ 1) ∈ Sn0 .
(1) Row version. Let tP ∈ T be a tensor in row order P . Then
F
σ(K)
tσ(P)
tσ (P ) = σ
(
FKtP tP
)+ (q−1 − q)E(m,K,P )t0
where t0 ≡ tP and the coefficient E(m,K,P ) has been defined in Lemma 3.11.
(2) Column version. Let tQ ∈ T be a tensor in row order Q. Then
G
σ(L)
tσ(Q)
tσ (Q) = σ
(
GLtQtQ
)+ (q−1 − q)E(m,L,Q)t0
where t0 ≡ tQ and the coefficient E(m,L,Q) has been defined in Lemma 3.11.
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 3.11. 
Observation 3.13. In part (1) (respectively part (2)) one can assume to have repeated col-
umn (respectively row) indices. The proof is the same.
4. Commutation rules among the quantum minors: a first overview
Definition 4.1. Let I = (i1 . . . ir ), 1  i1 < · · · < ir  n, J = (j1 . . . jr ), 1  j1 < · · · <
jr  n. We define [I, J ]r ∈ kq〈ars〉 the quantum row minor obtained by taking the rows I
and the columns J as:
[I, J ]r =
∑
σ
(−q)−l(σ )ai1σ(j1) . . . airσ (jr )
where σ runs over all bijective maps {j1 . . . jr } → {j1 . . . jr}.
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and the columns J as:
[I, J ]c =
∑
θ
(−q)−l(σ )aσ(i1)j1 . . . aσ(ir )jr
where σ runs over all bijective maps {i1 . . . ir} → {i1 . . . ir}.
We will denote with the symbol [I, J ] the common image of [I, J ]r and [I, J ]c in
Oq(Mn(k)) under the projection p : kq〈aij 〉 → kq〈aij 〉/IM ∼=Oq(Mn(k)).
We also will use the same symbol [I, J ] to denote a quantum row/column minor in
kq〈aij 〉 whenever it is not important to distinguish between [I, J ]r or [I, J ]c. This happens
for example when the quantum row or column minor appears in a congruence modulo IM ,
since [I, J ]r ≡ [I, J ]c.
For more details on quantum minors see [8, p. 42].
We now want to give the notion of commutation relation among quantum minors.
Definition 4.2. Let I = (i1 . . . ir ), 1  i1 < · · · < ir  n, J = (j1 . . . jr ), 1  j1 < · · · <
jr  n, K = (k1 . . . ks), 1  k1 < · · · < ks  n, L = (l1 . . . ls ), 1  l1 < · · · < ls  n. Let
(I, J ) < (K,L), < being the lexicographic ordering.
A commutation rule or relation among the quantum minors [I, J ], [K,L] ∈ kq〈aij 〉 is
an expression in kq〈aij 〉 (1 i, j  n):
f (q)[K,L][I, J ] − g(q)[I, J ][K,L] −
∑
(Iz,Jz)<(K,L)
bz[Iz, Jz][Kz,Lz] ≡ 0
for suitable f (q), g(q) ∈ kq , f (0) = g(0) = 1, bz ∈ kq . The congruence as always has to
be intended modulo IM .
We observe that since the nature of the commutation relations among the aij ’s (i.e., the
generating relations R and S of IM ), the commutation relations among quantum minors
will depend only on their relative position (not the “absolute” position inside the quantum
matrix).
Hence without loss of generality we can assume that given two quantum minors [I, J ],
[K,L], the largest of the two sets I ∪K and J ∪L is equal to {1 . . .n}.
We now define the intertwining order of a row multiindex I and of a column multiin-
dex J . This is a central notion, since the proof of the formula for the commutation relations
is by induction on the intertwining orders.
Definition 4.3. Let I = (i1 . . . ir ), 1  i1 < · · · < ir  n. Let p be the first integer such
that ip − ip−1 > 1, i0 = 1. Define σI = (ip, ip − 1) , the standard row transposition of I .
Given I , there exists a sequence of transpositions σIi , i = 1 . . .N , such that I = IN , σIi Ii =
Ii−1 and I0 = (1 . . . r). N is called the row intertwining order of I , intr(I), the sequence
I = IN > IN−1 > · · · > I0 = (1 . . . r)
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An example of standard row tower for I = (34) is
I = I4 = (34) > I3 = (24) > I2 = (14) > I1 = (13) > I0 = (12),
σ4 = (23), σ3 = (12), σ2 = (34), σ1 = (23).
Let J = (j1 . . . js), 1  j1 < · · · < js  n. Let p be the first integer (starting from the
right) such that jp − jp+1 > 1, js+1 = n. Define σJ = (jp, jp−1 + 1), the standard trans-
position of J . Given J , there exists a sequence of transpositions σJi , i = 1 . . .N , such that
J = JN , σJi Ji = Ji−1 and J0 = (n− s+1 . . .n). N is called the column intertwining order
of I , intc(I), the sequence
J = JN < JN−1 < · · · < J0 = (n− s + 1 . . .n)
is called the column standard tower of J .
An example of standard column tower for J = (13) is
J = J3 = (13) < J2 = (14) < J1 = (24) < J0 = (34).
We define the total intertwining order int(I, J ) as the sum of the row and column inter-
twining orders.
The next lemma will give the starting point for the induction.
Lemma 4.4. Commutation relation: intr = 0, intc = 0,
[r + 1 . . .n,1 . . . r][1 . . .r, r + 1 . . .n] ≡ [1 . . .r, r + 1 . . .n][r + 1 . . .n,1 . . . r].
Proof. Immediate: all elements of the first minor commute with all the elements of the
second one. 
The next lemma represents the key step in the algorithm for the commutation relations
among the quantum minors.
Lemma 4.5. Let I, J,Z,W be ordered multiindices, |I | = |J | = r , |Z| = |W | = s,
r + s = n. Let σ = (m,m+ 1) ∈ Sn.
(1) Row version. Assume I ∩Z = ∅ (hence I ∪Z = {1 . . .n}). Then
F
σ(K)
[σ(I ),J ]r [σ(Z),W ]r
[
σ(I), J
]
r
[
σ(Z),W
]
r
= σ (FK[I,J ]r [Z,W ]r [I, J ]r [Z,W ]r)
+ (q−1 − q)E(m,K, (I,Z))t
where the coefficient E(m,K, (I,Z)) has been defined in Lemma 3.11 and t ≡
[I, J ][Z,W ].
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G
σ(L)
[I,σ (J )]c[Z,σ(W)]c
[
I, σ (J )
]
c
[
Z,σ(W)
]
c
= σ (GL[I,J ]c[Z,W ]c [I, J ]c[Z,W ]c)
+ (q−1 − q)E(m,L, (J,W))t
where the coefficient E(m,L, (J,W)) has been defined in Lemma 3.11 and t ≡
[I, J ][Z,W ].
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 3.12 and Observation 3.13. 
Example 4.6. This example illustrates how to obtain commutation relations using
Lemma 4.5 in a simple but crucial case. Consider the product of the two column minors:
t = [34,13]c[12,24]c ∈ T ,
t is in column order (1324). We want to apply to t a sequence of operations of type G,
G
(24)
t , so that G
(24)
t t , is in column order (2413). In view of an application of Lemma (4.5)
we need to take: (L) = (34), σ(L) = (24), J = (12), σ(J ) = (13), W = (34), σ(W) =
(24).
[34,13][12,24]≡ G(24)[34,13]c[12,24]c[34,13]c[12,24]c
≡ σ (G(34)[34,12]c[12,34]c[34,12]c[12,34]c)
− (q−1 − q)[34,12][12,34] (by Lemma 4.5)
≡ σ ([12,34][34,12])− (q−1 − q)[34,12][12,34]
= [12,24][34,13]− (q−1 − q)[34,12][12,34]
≡ [12,24][34,13]− (q−1 − q)[12,34][34,12] (by Lemma 4.4).
So we have obtained the following commutation relation:
[34,13][12,24]≡ [12,24][34,13]− (q−1 − q)[12,34][34,12].
It is our intention to give the commutation relations for two generic quantum minors
examining all possible cases. For a complete list of each case that arises, together with the
number of the theorem taking care of it, see at the end of Section 7.
5. Commutation relations among the quantum minors: the case of zero row
intertwining
In this section we will work out the commutation relations between two quantum minors
[I, J ], [K,L] in the hypothesis that intr(I) = 0. This implies I = (1 . . . r) and without loss
of generality we can assume K = (r + 1 . . . r + s) (with r + s = n).
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between the two quantum minors.
Given an index I , let I ′ denote its complement in (1 . . .n). The indices are not assumed
ordered if we do not specify it.
Theorem 5.1. Let I = (i1 . . . ir ), 1 i1 < · · · < ir  n, I ′ = (i ′1 . . . i ′s), 1 i ′1 < · · · < i ′s 
n, n = r + s. Let N = intc(I). Then
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′][1 . . . r, I ] ≡ N∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIi
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′]
where the set CIi is defined in the following way. Consider the standard column tower:
I = IN < · · · < I0 = (r + 1 . . .n), σN = σ = (m,m+ 1). Define:
C
I0
i =
((
I0, I
′
0
))
,
C
Is
i =
(
C
Is−1
i−1 − φIs−1i−1 , σs
(
C
Is−1
i
))
, 1 i  s N,
CIi = CINi
where with the notation for CIsi we mean:
C
Is
i =
((
X1,X
′
1
)
. . .
(
Xp,X
′
p
)
, σ
(
Y1, Y
′
1
)
. . . σ
(
Yq,Y
′
q
))
,
C
Is−1
i−1 − φIs−1i−1 =
((
X1,X
′
1
)
. . .
(
Xp,X
′
p
))
, C
Is−1
i =
((
Y1, Y
′
1
)
. . .
(
Yq,Y
′
q
))
,
φ
Is
i is the subset of CIsi of indices (R,R′) = (. . . z . . . z + 1 . . .), σs = (z, z + 1).
We agree to put CIsi and φ
Is
i equal to the empty set if one of the indices i or s is negative
or if i > s. Notice that the (Xj ,X′j )’s and σ(Yl, Y ′l )’s in CIsi need not to be distinct.
Proof. This proof is based on the same idea as the proof of Theorem 2.19 in [3, p. 429].
We however will write the essential steps since here the context is different and some sign
appears.
The proof is by induction on N the column intertwining order of I . When N = 0 this is
Lemma 4.4.
Let GI[r+1...n,I ′]c[1...r,I ]c be the sequence of operations of type G such that
GI[r+1...n,I ′]c[1...r,I ]c
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′]
c
[1 . . . r, I ]c
is in column order (I, I ′). This will lead to the commutation of the minors.
Lemma 4.5 allows us to write:
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r + 1 . . .n, I ′][1 . . . r, I ]
≡ GI[r+1...n,I ′]c[1...r,I ]c
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′]
c
[1 . . . r, I ]c
= σ (GIN−1[r+1...n,I ′
N−1]c[1...r,IN−1]c
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′N−1
]
c
[1 . . . r, IN−1]c
)− (q−1 − q)tIN−1
where by Lemma 4.5
tIN−1 ≡
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′N−1
][1 . . . r, IN−1]
≡
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIN−1i
[1 . . .r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′] (by induction).
By Lemma 3.11, the coefficient E(m, IN−1, (I ′N−1, IN−1)) = −1 since (L,L′) = (IN−1,
I ′N−1) = (. . .m + 1 . . .m . . .), while (J,W) = (I ′N−1, IN−1) = (. . .m . . .m + 1 . . .), be-
cause a standard column tower has descending lexicographic ordering, i.e., IN < IN−1
and σ(IN−1) = IN , σ = (m,m+ 1).
To finish our proof we just need to show that:
σ
(
G
IN−1
[r+1...n,I ′
N−1][1...r,IN−1]
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′N−1
][1 . . . r, IN−1])
≡
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈σ(CIN−1i )
[1 . . .r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′]
−
N∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i−1
[1 . . .r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′].
Let
t0 =
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIN−1i
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′].
By induction hypothesis we have that
G
IN−1
[r+1...n,I ′N−1][1...r,IN−1]
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′N−1
][1 . . . r, IN−1] ≡ t0 ≡ GIN−1t0 t0.
But actually we have
G
IN−1
[r+1...n,I ′N−1][1...r,IN−1]
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′N−1
][1 . . .r, IN−1] = GIN−1t0 t0
by Lemma 2.12 in [3].
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Write t0 = t1 + t2, where
t1 =
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIN−1i −φ
IN−1
i
[1 . . .r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′],
t2 =
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′].
Let us put σ(t0) in order (I, I ′). Using Lemma 4.5 one of the terms will come out
σ(G
IN−1
t0 t0).
σ(t0) = σ(t1)+ σ(t2) ≡ GIσ(t1)σ (t1)+GIσ(t2)σ (t2) = G
σ(IN−1)
σ (t1)
σ (t1)+Gσ(IN−1)σ (t2) σ (t2)
≡ σ (GIN−1t1 t1)+ σ (GIN−1t2 t2)− (q−1 − q)N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i
×
∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′] (by Corollary 3.12)
= σ (GIN−1t0 t0)+ N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i+1(q−1 − q)i+1 ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i
[1 . . .r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′]
= σ (GIN−1t0 t0)− N∑
i=1
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i−1
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′].
By Lemma 3.11, the coefficient E(m, IN−1, (R,R′)) = −1 for (R,R′) ∈ φIN−1i . In fact
(IN−1, I ′N−1) = (. . .m + 1 . . .m . . .) and φIN−1i is precisely defined as the subset of CIN−1i
containing those indices (R,R′) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .).
Consequently the coefficient E(m, IN−1, (R,R′)) = 0 for (R,R′) ∈ CIN−1i \ φIN−1i .
Hence we have:
σ
(
G
IN−1
t0 t0
)≡ σ(t0)+ N∑
i=1
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i−1
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′]
≡ σ
(
N−1∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIN−1
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′])
i
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N∑
i=0
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈φIN−1i−1
[1 . . . r,R][r + 1 . . .n,R′]
which is what we wanted to show. 
Given a generic multiindex S = (s1 . . . sr ), 1 s1 . . . sr  n, we define
Sord =
(
sord1 . . . s
ord
r
)
, {s1 . . . sr } =
{
sord1 . . . s
ord
r
}
and 1 sord1 < · · · < sordr  n.
We also define l(S) the length of the permutation sending S into Sord.
Corollary 5.2 (Commutation relations for intr = 0 and no repeated indices). Let I and its
complement I ′ in {1 . . .n} be two ordered indices. Then:
[
r + 1 . . .n, I ′][1 . . . r, I ]
≡ [1 . . . r, I ][r + 1 . . .n, I ′]
+
N∑
i=1
(−1)i(q−1 − q)i ∑
(R,R′)∈CIi
(−q)−l(R)−l(R′)[1 . . . r,Rord]
[
r + 1 . . .n,R′ord
]
is a commutation relation between the two quantum minors [r + 1 . . .n, I ′] and [1 . . . r, I ].
Proof. Immediate from 5.1 and the fact that
[I, J ] ≡ (−q)−l(J )[I, Jord]
(see [8, p. 42]). 
Example 5.3. In Oq(M4(k)) let us consider the commutation relation between [34,34],
[12,12]. According to the theorem we have to build a standard column tower:
I4 = (12) > I3 = (13) > I2 = (14) > I1 = (24) > I0 = (34),
σ4 = (23), σ3 = (34), σ2 = (12), σ1 = (23).
We now build the sets CIsi . To improve readability we will write not only the column index,
but also the row one. So for example instead of writing under the column of CI21 , (24,13),
(34,21) we will write: (12,24)(34,13), (12,34)(34,21).
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0 C
Is
1 C
Is
2 C
Is
3
0 (12,34)(34,12)
1 (23) (12,24)(34,13) (12,34)(34,12)
2 (12) (12,14)(34,23) (12,24)(34,13) − − −(12,34) − − −(34,12)
(12,34)(34,21)
3 (34) (12,13)(34,24) (12,23)(34,14) (12,24)(34,13)
(12,14)(34,23) − − −(12,43) − − −(34,12)
(12,43)(34,21)
4 (23) (12,12)(34,34) (12,13)(34,24) − − −(12,23) − − −(34,14) − − −(12,24) − − −(34,13)
(12,32)(34,14) − − −(12,14) − − −(34,23)
(12,14)(34,32) (12,43)(34,21)
(12,42)(34,31) (12,34)(34,12)
The commutation relation is:
[34,34][12,12]≡ [12,12][34,34]− (q−1 − q)[[12,13][34,24]
+ [12,32][34,14]+ [12,14][34,32]+ [12,42][34,31]]
+ (q−1 − q)2[[12,43][34,21]+ [12,34][34,12]]
which becomes:
[34,34][12,12]≡ [12,12][34,34]− (q−1 − q)[[12,13], [34,24]
− q−1[12,23][34,14]− q−1[12,14][34,23]
+ q−2[12,24][34,13]]+ (q−1 − q)2(1 + q−2)[12,34][34,12]
as one can directly check.
We now want to consider the case of repeated column indices.
Proposition 5.4. Let J = (j1 . . . jr) and L = (l1 . . . ls) be two ordered indices, r + s = n.
Let [1 . . . r, J ], [r+1 . . .n,L] be two quantum minors, with C = (c1 . . . cz) common column
indices. Assume lu < jv for all lu ∈ L−C and jv ∈ J −C. Then
q−z[r + 1 . . .n, l1 . . . ls ][1 . . .r, j1 . . . jr ] ≡ [1 . . . r, j1 . . . jr ][r + 1 . . .n, l1 . . . ls ].
Proof. Direct calculation based on [3, Lemma 2.11]. 
Theorem 5.5 Commutation relation intr = 0, no repeated indices. Let I = (i1 . . . ir ), 1 
i1 < · · · < ir  n, J = (j1 . . . js), 1 j1 < · · · < js  n, I ∩ J = C = (c1 . . . cz), I ∪ J =
{1 . . .n}. Let N = intc(I \ C) the length of the column standard tower of I \ C in the set
(I ∪ J ) \C. Then
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≡
N∑
i=0
(−q)i(q−1 − q)i
×
∑
(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
(−q)−l(R)−l(R′)[1 . . . r, (R ∪C)ord][r + 1 . . .n, (R′ ∪C)ord]
where the complement R of an column index R′ belonging to the standard tower of I \ C
is taken in I ∪ J \C.
Proof. Let us write the quantum minors using the Laplace expansion as in [8, p. 46].
According to the notation in [8] a multiindex X = (x1 . . . xp) is also seen as an integer
x1 + · · · + xp.
q−z
[
(r + 1 . . .n), J ][(1 . . . r), I]
≡ q−z
∑
S
qC−S[S,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,J \C]∑
S˜
qS˜−C
[
(1 . . . r) \ S˜, I \C][S˜,C]
= q−z
∑
S,S˜
qS˜−S[S,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,J \C][(1 . . . r) \ S˜, I \C][S˜,C]
where the sums are over any S ⊂ {r + 1 . . .n} with z = |C| elements and over any S˜ ⊂
{1 . . . r} with z = |C| elements.
Since (J \ C)∩ (I \ C) = ∅, by Theorem 5.1 we can write
[
(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,J \ C][(1 . . . r) \ S˜, I \C]
≡
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αi
[
(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′]
with αi = (−q)i(q−1 − q)i , R′ is the complement of the element R in the standard tower
of I \ C in (I ∪ J ) \C.
Let us substitute in the previous expression:
q−z
[
(r + 1 . . .n), J ][(1 . . . r), I]
≡ q−z
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S[S,C][(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C].
We now need to commute [S,C] with [(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R] and [(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′] with
[S˜,C]. Observe that C ∩ R = ∅ and C ∩ R′ = ∅, hence we can again apply Theorem 5.1.
For the first commutation rule we need to build a standard tower of R in C ∪R.
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i=0
∑
(U,U ′)∈CRi
αi
[
(1 . . . r) \ S˜,U][S,U ′].
Similarly for the second commutation rule, we need to build a standard tower of C in
R′ ∪C:
[
(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C]≡ N∑
i=0
∑
(V ,V ′)∈CCi
αi
[
S˜, V
][
(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,V ′].
Let us substitute the first expression for the commutation rule.
q−z
[
(r + 1 . . .n), J ][(1 . . . r), I]
≡ q−z
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S
×
N∑
j=0
αi
[
(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][S,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C]
+ q−z
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S
×
N∑
j=1
∑
(U,U ′)∈CRj
αj
[
(1 . . . r) \ S˜,U][S,U ′][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C].
Observe that by the very construction U ′ 	= R′. Hence the sum:
∑
S
(−q)R−S[S,U ′][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′]≡ 0
by [8, p. 46]. So we are left with:
q−z
[
(r + 1 . . .n), J ][(1 . . . r), I]
≡ q−z
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S[(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][S,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C].
Reasoning in the same way for the commutation of [(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′][S˜,C] we get by
Proposition 5.4:
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[
(r + 1 . . .n), J ][(1 . . .r), I]
≡ q−z
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S[(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][S,C][S˜,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′]
≡
∑
S,S˜
∑
i∈[0,N],(R,R′)∈CI\Ci
αiq
S˜−S[(1 . . . r) \ S˜,R][S˜,C][S,C][(r + 1 . . .n) \ S,R′]
which is after summing over S and S˜ yields our result. 
Example 5.6. Consider the two quantum minors [34,23], [12,13]. C = (3). A standard
column tower for I \ C = (2) is (1) < (2), σ = (12). I ∪ J \ C = {1,2}.
The sets CI\Ci are:
s σs C
(I−C)s
0 C
(I−C)s
1
0 (12,2)(34,1)
1 (12) (12,1)(34,2) (12,2)(34,1)
Hence the commutation is
q−1[34,23][12,13]≡ [12,13][34,23]− (q−1 − q)[12,23][34,13]
as one can directly check.
6. Commutation rules among the quantum minors: the case of no row indices in
common
Assume first that given two quantum minors [I, J ], [K,L] I ∩K = ∅, J ∩L = ∅, i.e.,
the two minors have no row or column indices in common. So we can assume without loss
of generality that I ∪K = (1 . . .n) (J ∪L = (1 . . .n)).
Given and multiindex I , let I ′ denote as always its complement in (1 . . .n).
Theorem 6.1. Let I, J be ordered multiindices, |I | = r , |J | = s, r + s = n. Then
[
I ′, J ′
][I, J ] ≡ M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′]
where the set CI,Ji is defined in the following way. Consider the standard column tower:
J = JM < · · · < J0 = (r + 1 . . .n)
and the standard row tower
I = IN > · · ·> I0 = (1 . . . r).
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spectively row, tower.
Define:
C
I0,J0
0 =
(
(I0, J0)
)
,
C
I0,Js
i =
(
C
I0,Js−1
i−1 − φI0,Js−1i−1 , σ cs
(
C
I0,Js−1
i
))
, 1 i  s M,
C
It ,JM
i =
(
C
It−1,JM
i−1 −ψIt−1,JMi−1 , σ rt
(
C
It−1,JM
i
))
, 1 i  t N,
C
I,J
i = CIN ,JMi ,
φ
I0,Js
i is the subset of CI0,Jsi of indices (I0,U) such that (U,U ′) = (. . .m . . .m + 1 . . .),
with σcs = (m,m+ 1).
ψ
It ,JM
i is the subset of CIt ,JMi of indices (V ,V ′) = (. . .m + 1 . . .m . . .) such that, σ rt =
(m,m+ 1).
The sign of (Z,W) is defined as follows:
sign(Z,W) = (−1)i for all (Z,Z′) ∈ CI0,Jsi .
For (Z,W) ∈ CIt ,JMi , if (Z,W) ∈ CIt−1,JMi−1 the sign is already defined. If (Z,W) =
σ rt ((Z˜, W˜ )) ∈ σ rt (CIt−1,JMi ) we take sign(Z,W) = sign(Z˜, W˜ ).
We take CIt ,Jsi = 0 if i or t or s are negative or if i > s, i > t .
Proof. This proof is based on the same idea as proof of Theorem 5.1.
By induction on the row intertwining order, intr(I). If intr(I) = 0 this is Theorem 5.1.
Let N = intr(I) > 0. Let σ = σ rN = (m,m+ 1).
By Lemma 4.5 we have:[
I ′, J ′
][I, J ] ≡ FI[I ′,J ′]r [I,J ]r [I ′, J ′]r [I, J ]r
= σ (FIN−1[I ′N−1,J ′]r [IN−1,J ]r [I ′N−1, J ′]r [IN−1, J ]r)+ (q−1 − q)tIN−1 .
The coefficient E(m, IN−1, (I ′N−1, IN−1)) = 1 since (IN−1, I ′N−1) = (. . .m . . .m+ 1 . . .),
while (I,Z) = (I ′N−1, IN−1) = (. . .m + 1 . . .m . . .), because a standard row tower has de-
scending lexicographic ordering.
By Lemma 4.5 and by our induction hypothesis
tIN−1 ≡
[
I ′, J ′
][I, J ]
≡
M+N−1∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CIN−1,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′]=: t0.
To finish the proof it is enough to show that
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(
F
IN−1
[I ′
N−1,J ′]r [IN−1,J ]r
[
I ′N−1, J ′
]
r
[IN−1, J ]r
)
=
M+N−1∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CIN−1,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′]
−
M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈ψIN−1,Ji−1
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′].
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 one can see that
F
IN−1
[I ′
N−1,J ′]r [IN−1,J ]r
[
I ′N−1, J ′
]
r
[IN−1, J ]r = FIN−1t0 t0.
So we have to compute σ(F IN−1t0 t0).
σ(t0) ≡ FIσ(t0)σ (t0)
≡ σ (FIN−1t0 t0)+ (q−1 − q)M+N−1∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i
×
∑
(Z,W)∈ψIN−1,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′] (by Lemma 4.5).
The coefficient E(m, IN−1, (Z,Z′)) = +1 for (Z,Z′) ∈ ψIN−1i . In fact (IN−1, I ′N−1) =
(. . .m . . .m + 1 . . .) and ψIN−1,Ji is precisely defined as the subset of CIN−1,Ji containing
those indices (Z,W), such that (Z,Z′) = (. . .m+ 1 . . .m . . .).
So we have:
σ
(
FIσ(t0)σ (t0)
)≡ σ(t0) − M+N−1∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i+1 ∑
(Z,W)∈ψIN−1,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′]
= σ
(
M+N−1∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CIN−1,Ji
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′])
−
M+N∑
i=1
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈ψIN−1,Ji−1
sign(Z,W)[Z,W ][Z′,W ′]
which is what we wanted to prove. 
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standard row and columns towers are always built considering the second minor. To each
transposition we will add a suffix r or c depending if it belongs to a row or a column tower,
i.e., it acts on row or column indices.
Standard row tower:
(14) >(34)r (13) >(23)r (12).
Standard column tower:
(24) <(23)c (34).
Let us compute the sets CIt ,Jsi . Instead of just writing (Z,W) for an element of CIt ,Jsi ,
we will write (Z,W)(Z′,W ′). In front of each element of CIt ,Jsi we will put its sign.
σs C
It ,Js
0 C
It ,Js
1 C
It ,Js
2 C
It ,Js
3
+(12,34)(34,12)
(23)c +(12,24)(34,13) −(12,34)(34,12)
(23)r +(13,24)(24,13) +(12,24)(34,13) −(12,34)(34,12)
−(13,34)(24,12)
(34)r +(14,24)(23,13) +(13,24)(24,13) +(12,24)(34,13) −(12,34)(34,12)
+(12,24)(43,13) −(13,34)(24,12)
−(14,34)(23,12) −(12,34)(43,12)
The relation is:
[23,13][14,24]
≡ [14,24][23,13]
+ (q−1 − q)[[13,24][24,13]− q−1[12,24][34,13]− [14,34][23,12]]
+ (q−1 − q)2[[12,24][34,13]− [13,34][24,12]+ q−1[12,34][34,12]]
− (q−1 − q)3[12,34][34,12]
as one can check directly.
We now want to consider the commutation of two quantum minors in the case of positive
row and column intertwining and repeated column indices.
Theorem 6.3 (Commutation relation, no repeated row indices). Let I , J , K , L be ordered
indices, |I | = |K| = r , |J | = |L| = s, r + s = n. I ∩K = ∅, J ∩L = C, |C| = z. Then
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M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI,J\Ci
sign(Z,W)(−q)−l(W)−l(W ′)
× [Z, (W ∪C)ord][Z′, (W ′ ∪C)ord]
where the set CI,J \Ci have been defined above. N is the length of the standard row tower
of I in {1 . . .n}, M is the length of the standard column tower of J \C in J ∪L \C. W ′ is
the complement of W in J ∪L \C.
Proof. By induction on N = intr(I). If N = 0 this is Theorem 5.5. For positive row in-
tertwining, the argument is the same as Theorem 6.1. We want to remark that though
Lemma 4.5 (on which the proof of Theorem 6.1 is based) is stated for tensor monomi-
als with no repeated indices, we noticed in Observation 3.13 that this assumption is not
essential. 
7. Commutation rules among quantum minors: the remaining cases
In this section we want to take care of the remaining cases for the commutation relations
among quantum minors to cover all the possibilities that can arise.
For completeness we want to give the formulas also in these cases, though some descend
almost immediately from the previous ones.
Let us first examine the case of repeated row indices and no repeated column indices.
Theorem 7.1 Commutation relation intc = 0, no repeated column indices. Let I =
(i1 . . . ir ), 1  i1 < · · · < ir  n, J = (j1 . . . js), 1  j1 < · · · < js  n, I ∩ J = R =
(r1 . . . rz), {1 . . .n} = {1 . . . r} ∪ {1 . . . s}. Let N = intc(I \ R) the length of the row stan-
dard tower of I \R in the set (I ∪ J ) \R. Then
q−z[J, r + 1 . . .n][I,1 . . . r] ≡
N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,Z′)∈CI\Ri
(−q)−l(Z)−l(Z′)
× [(Z ∪R)ord,1 . . . r][(Z′ ∪R)ord, r + 1 . . .n]
where the complement Z of an index Z′ belonging to the standard tower of I \ R is taken
in (I ∪ J ) \R.
Proof. Same argument as for the column version. 
Theorem 7.2 (Commutation relation with no repeated column indices). Let I , J , K , L be
ordered indices, |I | = |K| = r , |J | = |L| = s, r + s = n. I ∩ K = R, J ∩ L = ∅, |R| = z.
Then
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M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI\R,Ji
sign(Z,W)(−q)−l(Z)−l(Z′)
× [(Z ∪R)ord,W][(Z′ ∪R)ord,W ′]
where the set CI\R,Ji have been defined above. M is the length of the standard column
tower of J in (1 . . .n), N is the length of the standard row tower of I \ R in (I ∪K) \ R.
Z′ is the complement of Z in (I ∪K) \R.
Proof. Same arguments as for the column version (Theorem 5.5). 
We now want to examine the case of two quantum minors [I, J ], [K,L] with repeated
row and column indices, i.e., I ∩ K 	= ∅, J ∩ L 	= ∅. This implies that the two quantum
matrices whose minors we are computing have at least one element in common.
Let S denote the antiendomorphism of Oq (Mn(k)) [8, p. 55]:
S(xij ) = (−q)j−i
[
(1 . . .n) \ j, (1 . . .n) \ i].
By Lemma 3.1 in [3] we have that:
S
([I, J ])= (−q)J−I [(1 . . .n) \ I, (1 . . .n) \ J ].
To compute a commutation relation among [I, J ] and [K,L] it is now enough to apply
S the resulting expression will have disjoint row and/or column indices and then we can
apply one of the theorems above.
We now assume to be in Oq (Mn(k)).
Theorem 7.3 (Commutation of quantum minors with repeated row and column indices).
Let I , J , K , L, be ordered indices. Let I ∩K = R 	= ∅, |R| = ρ, J ∩L = C 	= ∅, |C| = γ .
(i) If |I ∪K| |J ∪L| then
q−z[K,L][I, J ] =
M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI\R,J\Ci
sign(Z,W)(−q)−l(W)−l(W ′)
× [(Z ∪R)ord, (W ∪C)ord][(Z′ ∪R)ord, (W ′ ∪C)ord]
where M and N are the lengths of standard row and column towers of I \R and J \C
in respectively (I ∪K) \ R and (J ∪L) \C. z = γ − ρ.
(ii) If |J ∩L| |I ∩K| then
q−z[K,L][I, J ] =
M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI\R,J\Ci
sign(Z,W)(−q)−l(Z)−l(Z′)
× [(Z ∪R)ord, (W ∪C)ord][(Z′ ∪R) , (W ′ ∪C) ]ord ord
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in respectively (I ∪K) \ R and (J ∪L) \C. z = ρ − γ .
Proof. Let us briefly sketch (i) ((ii) being the same).
Consider the antiendomorphism S in matrix bialgebra generated by the elements xij
with i ∈ I ∪ K , j ∈ J ∪ L (the latter set must be suitably enlarged to match the size of
the previous one adding column indices greater than the indices in J ∪L). Apply S to the
product of the minors:
S
([K,L][I, J ])= [K0,L1][I0, J1]
where K = K0 ∪R, I = I0 ∪R and L1 = (1 . . .n)\J , J1 = (1 . . .n)\L. Since I0 ∩K0 = ∅
we can apply the Theorem 5.5:
q−z[K0,L1][I0, J1] ≡
M+N∑
i=0
(
q−1 − q)i ∑
(Z,W)∈CI\R,J\Ci
sign(Z,W)(−q)−l(W)−l(W ′)
× [Z, (W ∪C0)ord][Z′, (W ′ ∪C0)ord]
where C0 = J1 ∩ L1, |C0| = z. If we apply again the antiendomorphism S we obtain the
result. 
Example 7.4. Consider [345,134], [123,125]. R = {3}, C = {1}. I ∪ K = {12345}, J ∪
L = {12345}. Apply S:
S
([345,134][123,125])= [45,34][12,25].
We need to consider standard towers for row index I0 = (12) in I ∪ K \ R = {1245} and
for column index (25) in J ∪ L \ C = {2345}. The only nontrivial standard tower is the
column one:
(25) <(23) (35) <(34) (45).
The sets CI\R,J \Ci are:
s σs C
(I\R)0,(J \C)s
0 C
(I\R)0,(J \C)s
1 C
(I\R)0,(J \C)s
2
0 (12,45)(45,23)
1 (34) (12,35)(45,24) (12,45)(45,23)
2 (23) (12,25)(45,34) (12,35)(45,24) − − −(12,45) − − −(45,23)
(12,45)(45,32)
Hence the commutation is
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− (q−1 − q)[[123,135][345,124]− q−1[123,145][345,123]].
We want to make some remarks on the connection between the commutation relations
and two orderings.
It is immediate to check that if (K,L) > (I, J ) lexicographically, then in (7.5) are listed
all the propositions that give in all possible cases the commutation relations between the
two minors [K,L], [I, J ] according to Definition 4.2.
It is also possible to refine this result. Consider the order appeared in [5]:
(K,L) <GL (I, J ) iff K r I,Lc J
where (k1 . . . ks) r (i1 . . . ir ) if and only if s < r or kα  iα , for all α’s. (l1 . . . ls) c
(j1 . . . jr) if and only if s < r or jβ  lβ , for all β’s.
Then from the construction of a standard row and column tower it is immediate that the
commutation relation of the two minors [K,L], [I, J ], (K,L) > (I, J ) (lexicographically)
is a product of minors [I˜ , J˜ ][K˜, L˜] such that [I˜ , J˜ ] <GL [I, J ].
Summary 7.5. Here is a summary of all the possible cases of commutation relations among
two quantum minors [I, J ], [K,L].
(1) Case I ∩K = ∅, J ∩L = ∅.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) = 0: Lemma 4.4.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) 0: Theorem 5.1.
intr(I) 0, intc(J ) = 0: Theorem 7.1.
intr(I) 0, intc(J ) 0: Theorem 6.1.
(2) Case I ∩K = ∅, J ∩L 	= ∅.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) = 0: Proposition 5.4.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) 0: Theorem 5.5.
intr(I) 0, intc(J ) = 0 and intr(I) 0, intc(J ) 0: Theorem 6.3.
(3) Case I ∩K 	= ∅, J ∩L = ∅.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) = 0 and intr(I) 0, intc(J ) = 0: Theorem 7.1.
intr(I) = 0, intc(J ) 0 and intr(I) 0, intc(J ) 0: Theorem 7.2.
(4) Case I ∩K 	= ∅, J ∩L 	= ∅: Theorem 7.3.
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